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About the Book 
 

In her normal routine as a home health Registered Nurse, Margaret Smith is ambushed by her 

overly concerned sister and sent on a non-refundable trip to County Cork, Ireland. Her scheduled 

life is turned upside down when she arrives and can't find her way around town, let alone to the 

destinations on her itinerary. A handsome tour guide comes to the rescue...But can he be 

trusted?   
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TITLE: The Cork Contingency  

Discussion:  

Question 1: How did Margaret feel when her sister gave her a trip to Ireland? 

Answer 1: Fearful, hesitant 

Question 2: How do you feel when God challanges you to step out of your comfort zone? 

Answer 2: Answers may vary 

Question 3: Why is it so important to Margaret that she stick to a plan? 

Answer 3: Because she wants to be in charge 

Question 4: Why is it important that we seek God's plan before we make our own? 

Answer 4: Answers may vary 

Question 5: How does having Donnell as a tour guide streatch Margaret? 

Answer 5: She has to trust someone else with her plans 

Question 6: Does God ever place other people in our lives to streatch our faith? 

Answer 6: Yes 

Question 7: When Margaret think she sees Donnell with another girl, how does Margaret feel? 

Answer 7: Devistated.  

Question 8: Does God use our broken moments to draw us into his arms? 

Answer 8: Yes 

Question 9: When Margaret leaves for home, how have her expectations changed? 

Answer 9 Answers may vary 

Question 10: Has God ever changed your perspective on something you felt sure about? 

Answer 10: Answers may vary 
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